[What a tracheostomy changes in a child with a neuromuscular disease].
The severe course of certain early onset neuromuscular disorders may lead to the indication of a tracheostomy for a child, a step that parents dread. Previous publications report that families in this situation face particular difficulties and need to develop new strategies of organization and adaptation in order to cope with the new context of life. The aim of this study is identifying, through the mother's eye, what changes implies tracheostomy for the child and his family. A qualitative study using semi strutured interviews was performed to the mothers of tracheostomized children affected with a severe neuromuscular disorder. The study revealed four main consequences: tracheostomy immediatly led to a feeling of security for the mother; the need of ventilation during the day increased the quotidian difficulties, in particular concerning social activities; tracheostomy enhanced social stigmatization; finally, tracheostomy requires that parents are specifically trained to be able to perform high level of paramedical care, what leads to a lack of autonomy and the complexity of burden for caregivers. Whenever respiratory insufficiency becomes very severe and there is not ventilatory autonomy, tracheostomy, synonimous of life, has as main inconvenient the need of handling different machines, what becomes a significant difficulty in the daily life. In the transition before/ after the tracheotomy, the nurse plays a key role in the evolution of the health care function of parents.